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New for 2014, probably the most self expressive of all automobiles are Hot Rods. No other vehicle gives 
you the opportunity to show off your own tastes in car design and ownership so well.

Normally each car or bike is a collection of the owner’s ideas of exactly how he or she wants the vehicle 
to look. Paint, engine, customs styles aplenty, each time a new car is completed you end up with a unique 
vehicle, which expresses the likes and loves of its owner.

Speed Freaks’ four new subjects cover the individual style that make up the art of Hot Rods in exactly 
the same way. Albeit a fairly safe collection of styles in both paint and design, all four sum up everything 
that’s unique and exciting about Hot Rods.

Rat is about as basic and nasty as a Rat Rod gets. No high polished 
chrome for this ’32 Tudor, it’s just rust, dirt and a ground scraping stance 
for what is currently the top choice for starting out building a low cost 
Hot Rod of your own, with a huge engine of course…

Pest Control is the perfect model A pick-up. Old 
school style. Nice mean stance with an unchopped 
top. Finished in a pearl sandy gold. Not touched or 
altered since it was built in 1962!

Salt is the ’32 roadster we’d all love to own to run on the salt flats. Super sleek 
to slip through the air at 200mph.

Strip, last but not least, a nice old 60’s style dragster. Engine up front, 
old super sticky slicks melting as they try to gain some traction. 
Front wheels four foot in the air. Driver not able to see a thing! Drag 
racing like it’s supposed to be!

Four brand new old style Speed Freaks Hot Rods to 
whet the appetite of any real Hot Rod fan out there. The 
perfect addition to a garage or desk where going real fast in 
style is of the upmost importance.

CA04474 Rat
Height: 11.0cm

SRP: £49.95

CA04473 Pest Control
Height: 12.5cm

SRP: £45.00

CA04475 Strip
Height: 12.5cm

SRP: £49.95

CA04476 Salt
Height: 10.5cm
SRP: £45.00


